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Abstract— Virtualization is an act of creating a virtual 

version of something, including virtual computer hardware 

platform, operating system, storage devices, and computer 

network resources. Cloud computing is the virtualization of 

computer programs through an internet connection rather 

than installing application on every computer. The 

architecture of virtualization system consists of cloud users, 

service models, virtualized model and its host os and their 

hardware. Types of virtualization includes server 

virtualization, application virtualization, desktop 

virtualization, network virtualization, storage virtualization. 

VSphere is a hypervisor that virtualizes server so you can 

control your application on less hardware. Hypervisor is a 

software that allows user to create and run virtual machine. 

Xenserver is a hypervisor using a microkernel design, 

providing services that allow multiple computer operating 

system to execute on the same computer hardware 

concurrently. And we also discuss in detail of the 

virtualization and comparison of the vSphere, Hypervisor 

and Xen server. 
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I. VIRTUALIZATION 

Virtualization permits multiple software system instances to 

run at the same time on one computer; it’s a method of 

separating hardware from one software system. Guest OS is 

managed by a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), 

additionally referred to as a hypervisor. As a result of the 

virtualization system sits between the guest and also the 

hardware, it will manage the guests’ use of CPU, memory 

and storage, even permitting a guest OS to migrate from one 

machine to another [1]. 

A. Architecture of Virtualization 

 

The basic virtualized model consists of cloud users, 

service models, virtualized model and its host os and their 

hardware. The service model consist of software package as 

a service (SaaS) to provide applications associated with 

cloud users, then the subsequent model is platform as a 

service(PaaS) the vital model in cloud to provide effective 

services to the users, and during this a computing platform is 

supplied to access their applications by cloud suppliers. 

Users develop their programs and execute by the settings 

provided by cloud suppliers. During this the resources 

existing with cloud users mechanically match with the 

appliance of specific computing platforms to be compelled 

to accommodate the resources manually. 

Types of virtualization: 

1) Server Virtualization 

2) Desktop Virtualization 

Desktop Virtualization separates the desktop environment 

from the physical device that is used to access it. This is 

most often configured as a “virtual desktop infrastructure” 

where many personal desktops are run as virtual machines 

on a server, but employees access those desktops from client 

devices. 

3) Application Virtualization 

Instead of logging into an entire desktop, the user will 

interact with the application as though it were a native 

application on the client device. This makes application 

virtualization preferable for work on tablets or smart phones 

because the native presentation makes working easier. 

4) Storage Virtualization 

In a storage virtualization, multiple network storage devices 

are combined to be appeared as a single storage unit. 

5) Network Virtualization 

Network virtualization is a technology which enables 

combining computer network resources into a single 

platform appearing as a single network. In this form of 

virtualization all hardware and software in the virtual 

network appear as a single collection of resource. 

B. Features of Virtualization 

 Partitioning: In virtualization, numerous applications 

and working frameworks (OS) are upheld in a solitary 

physical framework by partitioning(separating) the 

accessible assets.  

 Isolation: Each virtual machine is isolated from its host 

physical framework and other virtualized machines. On 

account of this confinement, if one virtual-case crashes, 

it doesn't influence the other virtual machines. In 

addition, data isn’t shared between one virtual container 

and another. 

 Encapsulation:  A virtual machine can be represented 

(and even stored) as a single file, so you can identify it 

easily based on the service it provides. In essence, the 

encapsulated process could be a business service. This 

encapsulated virtual machine can be presented to an 

application as a complete entity. Therefore, 

encapsulation can protect each application so that it 

doesn’t interfere with another application.  [5] 

1) Vsphere 

VMware vSphere is the leading server virtualization 

platform enhanced with consistent management. 

a) Features 

 Powerful Server Virtualization- aggregates virtualized 

server resources into logical pools for allocation of 

multiple workloads. 

 Efficient Storage- enables the most efficient storage 

utilization in cloud infrastructures. 

 High Availability-Maximize uptime across cloud 

infrastructure, reduces unplanned downtime. 
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 Network Services-Get network services optimized for 

the virtual environment, along with simplified 

administration and management. 

 Platform Automation-Lower operating expenditures and 

minimize errors by streamlining routine tasks with 

vSphere's accurate and repeatable solutions. 

 Consistent Management- unified easy-to-use operations 

management 

 Automation-Safely automate infrastructure 

management with guided remediation and customizable 

actions. 

 Security-Protect your data and applications. 

2) Hyper-V 

In the Hyper-V server creation of a virtualized server 

computing environment takes place which helps you in 

creating and managing virtual machines. Where multiple 

operating systems can b run on one physical computer by 

isolating the operating systems from each other. This 

improves the efficiency of computing resources and 

availability of hardware resources. Microsoft's Hyper-V is 

well suited to smaller companies. 

a) Features 

 Supports for a broad range of virtualized hardware, 

snapshotting,  

 Allows dynamic allocation of memory. 

 Supports for multiple virtual processors. 

 Provides better performance. 

 VSphere and Hyper-V are growing at a very rapid pace. 

3) Xenserver 

It is Linux-based and the shops that use Citrix products, or 

Citrix's desktop virtualization product, might look at 

XenServer to stay with the same vendor. Citrix does run just 

fine on the other hypervisors as well. it is not deployed as 

much as Hyper-V and vSphere as it is a fairly stable 

product.[6] 

a) Features 

 Time Efficient-begin virtualizing your workloads 

without wasting any time. 

 Powerful Server Management-This enables the 

organization to automate and integrate management 

processes to change complex IT environments into 

computing centers 

 Xen Center Management Console-This allows the IT 

staff to closely monitor, administer, and manage several 

VMs coming from a centralized management console. 

 Xen Motion Live Migration-This allows the VMs to be 

transferred between physical servers with no 

interruption at all. Thus, the occurrence of downtime 

could be prevented. 

 Intelli Cache-This feature could improve the overall 

performance, while reducing the costs of a Xen Desktop 

 Xen Convert-This could be used to convert existing 

virtual and physical machines with the help of Xen 

Server compatible virtual machines 

 Distributed Virtual Switching-This could be utilized in 

order to create a network fabric, which could handle 

multi-tenancy. 

 Dynamic Memory-This feature is used to share the 

unused server memory between VMs, resulting in an 

improvement in the application performance and a 

greater number of VMs. 

 Workload Balancing-This could eliminate to occurrence 

of performance bottlenecks, because the migrating VMs 

are dynamically migrated to a new location, but within 

a resource pool. 

With the help of XenServer, you'll have the 

assurance that you could consolidate servers and it could 

minimize server sprawl, while creating private and public 

clouds at the same time[6]. 
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Table 1. Factors differentiating virtualization hypervisors 

II. CONCLUSION 

When making the hypervisor comparison, vSphere's features 

may be pricier but also worth it for larger companies. 

XenServer fits into the hypervisor battle in Citrix Systems' 

hypervisor. Comparison of vSphere vs. Hyper-V vs. 

XenServer can be taken in consideration according to the 

requirements. vSphere can be selected for advanced features 

of hypervisor. 
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